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█  Rapid Prototyping in Aviation and Aerospace 

 

 

Interior design of the Airbus A380 super jumbo 

 

Model construction options for a First Class and Business Class 

showroom 

 

 

Lichtenfels, 24 March 2014: Some orders are extraordinary challenges, even for 

experienced model builders like Modellbau Robert Hofmann. The order for the 

Airbus Showroom in Toulouse (F), for which cabin elements, or "mock-ups", 

needed to be created in a 1:1 scale, was such an "exotic". The task was to design 

28 Business Class seats along with 6 individual cabins and a lounge for First 

Class in close collaboration with designers from Design Investment. In the Airbus 

Showroom, the airlines' buyers can let themselves be inspired about what long-

haul flight luxury can look like, in advance of purchasing a wide-body aircraft like 

the A380. 

 

Anyone who is familiar with a 12-hour long-haul flight from Zurich to Hong Kong knows 

how strenuous travelling can be, particularly when flying Economy Class. Even in 

Business Class, the seats are not necessarily luxurious for such a long-haul route. The 
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same route in First Class of an A380 has a high price compared to Business Class, 

however, the interior fittings and passenger service are extremely pleasant. The mock-

ups are seat modules and sleeping modules, which ensure as much relaxation as 

possible through restful comfort with integrated entertainment. The First Class fittings 

are regarded as image carriers and brand messengers for airlines, even if the majority 

of passengers tend to only be able to afford lower-priced classes. 

 

 

Objective for the model builder 

As is customary for experienced model builders, the design of the mock-ups needed to 

be indistinguishable from a series version, in terms of impression, function and feel. In 

order to achieve this, Modellbau Robert Hofmann pulled out all the stops in process 

engineering, with regard to mould making, rapid prototyping and refinements. In this 

case, also special third-party services, such as covering with fine leather. Particularly 

the high-quality finishing of plastic parts at economical unit prices and form-fitting 

assembly are included in the disciplines in which Modellbau Robert Hofmann ranks 

among the world's leading companies in the industry. In view of the huge modules, 

many individual components needed to be coordinated to fit precisely – from 

development, to production, right up to the finish. Not only were the time constraints set 

by the client, Airbus, tight, but the designer's aesthetic requirements also needed to be 

fulfilled. In close collaboration with the client and designer, Project Manager Ingo Güttler 

coordinated the respective teams of model builders and external partners. A "truly 

mammoth task," says Ingo Güttler now. The major advantage for the model builder, 

based in Lichtenfels, was its experience with clients from the aviation and aerospace 

scene. The Hofmann Group supplies prototypes, tools and series parts to Diehl 
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Aerosystems, B-E Aerospace Systems, Airbus Group, Latécoere and AOA Avionics 

Dresden. Therefore, the preferences regarding safety concepts, material selection and 

execution are known. In terms of series parts, components are sent to Hamburg-

Finkenwerder or Toulouse for the Airbus series A320, A340, A380 and the newly 

developed A350. 

 

 

Safe and light in the air 

Assemblies for passenger aviation must meet the criteria for lightweight construction, as 

known from motor racing. However, in addition to this, extremely high safety 

requirements apply, which can only be fulfilled using high-temperature-resistant high-

performance plastics, such as PEEK or PEI. For the production of tools and processing 

of these materials, this requires a great deal of experience and, particularly, process 

know-how. Through intelligent engineering design and material selection, many 

components can be configured in a weight-optimised manner, which leads to enormous 

cost savings over the long product lifetime of an aircraft. With its modernly equipped 

injection moulding centre, Hofmann offers its clients run-in capacities for parts in single-

component and multi-component technology, right up to 3K parts. Machines are 

available with special fitting packages of between 500kN and 16,000kN of clamping 

force, which can take on virtually any task. 

 

 

Modern 3D printing technologies in aviation 

Particularly for the Hofmann Group, it also applies that specific technologies, such as 

LaserCUSING with metal powder, can be included. A laser builds up generative 
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components layer by layer from titanium powder, for example. The extremely hard and 

durable material is extremely popular in the industry, as well as in aviation. The laser 

melting process with metals allows extreme geometry freedoms and functional 

integration for developers. Application examples include bionic holders for connecting 

the outer skin of the aircraft with the cabin or filling connections for oxygen supply. 

"LaserCUSING sets completely new benchmarks for the development of components. 

Generative processes, such as 3D printing, must be seen completely separately from 

the boundaries of tool and mould engineering. This way solutions become possible that 

seemed impossible a few years ago using classic casting methods," says Jens Henzler, 

Managing Director of Robert Hofmann GmbH.  

 

 

Mock-ups require full service under one roof 

Hofmann took over the true-to-scale production of the mock-up modules, right up to 

installing them in the aircraft fuselage, which can be found in the Airbus Showroom in 

Toulouse. For the interior fittings, Modellbau Robert Hofmann employed its entire 

engineering expertise for the process chain, product development, right up to production 

and implementation. In detail, this means draft designs and concepts, 3D constructions, 

assessment of variant engineering designs, product analysis (e.g. FEM analysis), 

simulation, stress tests and functional tests. With complex assemblies like mock-ups, 

these services are very advantageous for the client, as he receives the required 

products from a single source with the certainty that they are in no way inferior to series 

parts in functional terms. The "one-stop shop" not only saves Airbus time, but also offers 

potential for supply reliability. 
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The example makes a clear impression 

The project is among the prestige projects of the Hofmann Group; on the one hand, as a 

highly complex planning task, and on the other hand, under the aspect of process and 

method combination. "The tasks of model construction for such presentation 

applications are diverse. In addition to aircraft engineering, this is an interesting option 

for the initial presentation of fittings options. Model construction and small series are 

interesting for the utility vehicle sector, for passenger transport systems, such as buses 

and railway vehicles, right up to boat building and the caravan sector," explains Jens 

Henzler. After having mastered such a task for the demanding aviation industry, his 

statement can absolutely be believed. 

 

     ## End of text ## 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Background information: 

 

Selected assemblies and processes for a mock-up (Table A + B) 

 

Components  Processes  Refinement 

 

Table A (for Picture 

1) 

  

Seat Frame from series   

  Upholstery with fabric Covered, upholstered 
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  Seat and backrest with pneumatic cushioning   

  Three defined positions (regulated with 

electronics) 

With special films for the 

control panel 

      

Monitor STL, silicone mould, vacuum cast Varnished with Softtouch 

      

Table Aluminium milled Brushed 

  Table top in wood look Laminate 

  Movable into three positions   

     

Armrests Wood structure with linear guides and electric 

drive unit 

Covered with leather 

      

Front storage STL, silicone mould, vacuum cast Varnished with Softtouch 

      

Rear wall coverings Support panels curved with special fabric in a 

wave look 

Covered, (with lighting) 

    Air bubbles as chaser light 

      

Intermediate partition wall Laterally mounted linear guides with weight 

equalisation 

Perspex bonded with film 

    Handrail varnished 

      

Monuments STL, silicone mould, vacuum cast Varnished and covered 

  Wood structure made of plywood and form-

pressed parts 

  

      

Bumper rails STL, silicone mould, vacuum cast Varnished 

_____________________ _____________________________________ _____________________ 
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Components   
 

 

Processes 

 

Refinement 

  

Table B (for Picture 2) 

    

 
Seat 

Frame from series   

  Upholstery with fabric Covered, upholstered 

      

Bed Wooden substructure, upholstered pad Covered with fabric 

      

Monitor housing STL, silicone mould, vacuum cast Varnished 

      

Table Aluminium milled Brushed, covered with 
leather 

  Table top in wood look Laminate 

  Freely movable and rotatable   

      

Armrests Wood structure with linear guides and electric 
drive unit 

Covered with leather 

      

Top handrail Aluminium milled Surface brushed 

      

Housing Multi-layered pressed wood structure Varnished 

      

Perspex window Hot-worked, milled Printed using silkscreen 
printing method 
  

    Shading with film strips 

      

Lounge Wooden substructure Varnished and covered 

  Seat surfaces upholstered Covered 

  In aluminium milled table edging Brushed 
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Partition walls Wooden stand structure Varnished, illuminated 

      

 

 

 

Background information: Airbus A380 overview 

 

The Airbus A380 (also referred to as super jumbo, the Airbus-internal project name is 

Megaliner) is a four-engine, wide-body aircraft from the European aircraft manufacturer, 

Airbus, with two continuous passenger decks. The low-wing is the largest civil 

transportation aircraft that has been produced in series manufacturing so far.  

 

The purely technical data are already impressive: a standard Airbus A380-800 has a 

capacity of 558 seats in three classes. With a maximum take-off weight of 560 tons, the 

aircraft is approved for up to 853 passengers and 20 crew members. The maximum 

range is 15,000 kilometres, with a service ceiling of 13,100 metres. A maximum fuelling 

capacity of 320,000 l is available for supplying the four engines (from 311 kN per 

engine). The maximum speed is reported by Airbus as Mach 0.89 (1020 km/h, 634 mph, 

551 knots). The most efficient speed of the super jumbo is at 945 km/h. 

 

The 72.30 m long and 24.10 m tall Airbus A380-800 has a wingspan of 79.80 m and is 

more than noticeable as a result of these data. The classic B747 jumbo jet from Boeing, 

once the ultimate benchmark, looks like an ordinary medium-haul aircraft next to it on 

the airfield. 
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The list price of an Airbus A380-800 is some 414.4 million US dollars in 2014. 

 

The final assembly of the aircraft takes place in Toulouse and the cabin fitting takes 

place in Hamburg-Finkenwerder. This long-haul aircraft completed its inaugural flight on 

27 April 2005. The first aircraft was handed over to Singapore Airlines in 2007. The first 

clients were Emirates, Singapore Airlines, Qantas, Air France and Lufthansa. As of 

January 2014, ten airlines are using the Airbus A380 in their scheduled services. 

 

The long-haul aircraft is very popular with airlines around the world: so far, 304 aircraft 

of this type have been ordered and by December 2013, 134 had been built and 

delivered. 

 

The demand for passenger aircraft is rising higher and higher. Industry experts expect 

worldwide production capacity to double within 10-15 years. On the basis of its product 

range, Airbus is regarded as the number 1 supplier, followed by the US supplier, 

Boeing.  

 

Aircraft like the Airbus A380 are specifically customized for each client in terms of 

technical equipment and performance features. To distinguish their travel service, the 

airlines also attach high importance to the interior fittings, in order to score points with 

passengers. The interior fittings are intended to appear sophisticated, while being 

functionally convincing, durable and resistant to wear, and not least, to also represent 

the airline in terms of appearance. In First Class, these requirements are the most 

distinctive, in terms of appearance. 
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Released for printing – Specimen copy requested 

 

 

I. Information block on Rapid Prototyping process:  

 Stereolithography  

 Plastic laser sintering 

 PU/PA vacuum casting 

 Synthetic resin tools 

 Mould and contour gauge engineering 

 Aluminium tools 

 Direct CUSING Manufacturing 

 

 

II. Efficient lot sizes in model building 

 

 

Laser sintering: Large parts 1-5 units, small parts up to 50 units, 

micro parts up to 500 units 

STL components: up to 1 unit number as a viewing sample, or 

suitable as an original sample for the production of silicone 

moulds 
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LaserCUSING: Large parts 1-2 units, medium-sized parts 1-10 

units, small parts up to 20 units, micro parts up to 100 units. As a 

general rule: anything that is easy to mill is inefficient, the more 

complex it is, the better it is in comparison to other processes 

(casting, milling). 

PU parts (castings from silicone moulds): All parts, output 

quantity 30 units, for higher numbers of units, several moulds are 

cast, efficient up to a maximum of 100 units. 

PU parts: Castings from synthetic resin tools, similar to an 

injection moulding tool up to 500 units. Mainly for larger, also 

complex components (air conditioning systems, supports for 

instrument panels, etc.) 

Laminates: For large parts, for which relatively expensive 

injection moulding tools would be necessary. Typical number of 

units 1-50. 

Aluminium tools: Always in use when original materials are 

required, partially even from 1 unit; output quantities min. 500 to 

30,000 parts (dependent on material and geometry) 

Steel tools, soft (not hardened): For higher output quantities or 

original surfaces (e.g. high-gloss, structures, degree of gloss)  

 

These are standard strategies of industrial prototyping, which can vary based on client 

requirements or project time. 
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Image captions    █████████████████████████████████████████████ 

 

IC 0 (lead image): Jens Henzler: "The high-temperature-resistant high-performance plastics 

preferred in aviation require a great deal of experience and, particularly, process know-how for 

the production of tools and processing these materials." 

 

IC 1: Experienced luxury for long-haul flyers: Airbus A380 "Mini-suites" concept First Class 

mock-up in the Showroom in Toulouse (F) (© Design Investment Sàrl/photograph: Thorsten 

Klapsch) 

 

IC 2: Lounge atmosphere at "speed 945" above the clouds: "Nautilus" concept: Airbus A380 

First Class mock-up in the Showroom in Toulouse (F) (© Airbus S.A.S., photograph: exm 

company / H. Goussé) 

 

IC 3: Decorative image of an Airbus A380-800 

 

IC 4: Even small series need plenty of love: surface reworking in model building 

 

 

Source: All images: Hofmann Innovation apart from image 1 + 2 

 

 

 

Contact   ████████████████████████████████████████████████████ 

 

 

 

Hofmann Innovation Group 

An der Zeil 6 

D-96215 Lichtenfels 
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Germany 

 

Telephone  +49 (0) 9571 / 949-0 

E-mail:  info@hofmann-innovation.de 

Internet:  www.hofmann-innovation.com 

 

 

 

Overview of Hofmann    ████████████████████████████████████████ 

 

 

Hofmann Innovation Group is regarded as one of the most renowned service providers in model 

and tool construction for the plastics processing industry. Present throughout Europe and active 

across industries, the Group stands for full-service engineering. 

 

The fundamental core of the Group is Werkzeugbau Siegfried Hofmann GmbH, Lichtenfels (D), 

founded in 1958. Since 2003, companies from mould and model construction, as well as 

Concept Laser GmbH, have formed this Group. The locations are situated in Lichtenfels, 

Dresden, Gebze (TR), Ningbo (China), Boston (USA) and Barcelona (E). 

 

The requesting industries include: 

 

- Automotive industry 

- Aviation and aerospace industry 

- Household goods industry 

- Medical industry 

- Packaging industry 

 

mailto:info@hofmann-innovation.de
http://www.hofmann-innovation.com/
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The Hofmann Innovation Group offers the entire range, from product development right up to 

series injection moulding tools, as well as micro series production, as a full-service provider. The 

globally active company can realise complex projects for dynamic industries in a short period of 

time through cross-locational networking, locations that are near to clients and an excellent 

quality standard. 

 

Through the project processing of full-service engineering, development times are shortened 

and development costs are reduced significantly. Hofmann's full-service engineering concept is 

comprised of: 

 

 Product development 

 Rapid prototyping 

 Parts production using LaserCUSING (laser fusion of metals) 

 Rapid tooling 

 Tool making 

 Sampling 

 Production of series up to approx. 10,000 units 

 After-sales engineering (servicing and prevention). 

 

The high quality standards, the level of experience and the references of Hofmann stand for 

process-reliable and cost-effective solutions, which demonstrate their efficiency in day-to-day 

production and are aimed at reducing unit costs. 

 

In 2013, the Hofmann Innovation Group generated sales of EUR 100 million with more than 500 

employees. 

 

Hofmann – Innovation from Tradition      █████████████████████████████████ 
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